
Quick vs CCG  

Dealing with bureaucracy is like trying to nail jelly to wall. For Rijk,  

We found a recipe for success, and that’s the most important thing, The great 

Captain navigate with his intellect the troops towards the great championship, 

meticulously he knight the grand strategy for championship already.   

 

Perception to imagine the picture of all those characters who plays the pacific role 

in the episode every Sunday. Captain doesn’t wrote a script before the play has 

started. The sports we are playing has no scripture or planing or strategy. This 

game more complicated then chess, Chess is a game with extreme concentration 

and strategy, The object is to put opponent’s king direct under a direct attack from 

which escape is impossible its called checkmate. 

 

In cricket is the only who dominate the batting and keep frustrating fielding side, in 

this case king was Kamran Chaudhry who played a main role as a king in this 

episode. He played very thoughtful inning to establish a reasonable total, alas, 

he dropped two time still he couldn’t make century against CCG. He 

has ample opportunity to be command on this match while our fielding was so bad.  

D. Rijkee, 

I guess this means the countdown has begun, the second ball of leg-spinner full 

toss, he smashed almost two grounds away , it was monster six and again 6 and 

agin 6 and agin 6, i saw the face of the bowler it seems to me he is almost 

crying, someone couldn’t imagine  how cruel this sport could be, psychologically it 

shake your confidence even no-one rehabilitate their senses of  again to attack the 

batsman, but its need time, such a miserable sports. Thank 

God it’s not happens often, many  years to come again to show this thriller.  

 

 

He exhibited against  Olympia brutal display 93 runs every shot he played created 

huge roarer and also treat of the eyes. That match we lost because of bad 

fielding moreover they brought young boys to win pacifically  this match it has 

been long time they did beat us. 



 

Chaudhry should have 3 wicket but, unfortunately missing the catches and 

misfielding but all in the game. Hi off-spinning is now revival line and length is bitt 

normal.  

H .Mir 

Again not out his average is nu 238 total score is 472 total 9 matches, it is an 

extraordinary performance in this class next year he should apply for IPL Indian 

league. As Richter said, do not wait for extraordinary circumstances to do good! try 

to use ordinary situation, so he did, all matches, if he complete his 7 over against 

Olympia I am sure he could create pressure and restricted slow run, technically we 

could win the match.  

He is perfect all rounder in our class.  

This year he played “Hero” in every episode with bowling he accomplished 13 

valuable wicket  and batting he is leading runner with highest average 238, 

incredible achievement.  

 

Sc Osborn, 

Death bowling, he clean up the tail Enders with brute and accuracy, very fast 

bowler, he said age is strictly a case of mind over matter if you do not mind it does 

not matter. What a wonderful he described about still going strong he has now 23 

wicket in tournament, incredible achievement. No doubt, he is a natural allrounder I 

am sure his calibre and love of this sports. We must achieve championship this 

year, indeed.  

 

The great visionary leader Ware de Vroe, Once he said, Being gifted intellectually 

is only a small part of the equation of success, concentrate on the factors you have 

control over; persistence , self discipline, confidence. Far more failures are due to 

lack of will than lack of ability. That is all Gentalman. 

 

 

   


